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Appendix2
Correlation between VsZ and VλL values.

ABSTRACT:
This appendix gathers all figures showing the correlation coefficients between VsZ values
and VλL values depending on the Z and L values, the type of waves (Rayleigh or Love),
the method used to measure the dispersion curve (FK, SPAC and MASW) and the method
used to estimate the Vs profile (borehole or surface wave inversion based on AMV measure-
ments). Are also presented the two coefficients of the linear regression: slope and offset,
with and witout taking into account sites of EC-8 class A.
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Figure 1: Correlation coefficient between VsZ and VλL, for Z=5, 10, 20 and 30m and L vary-
ing from 5 to 40 m (X axis). Left: Rayleigh waves; Right Love waves. Top: FK, Middle: SPAC,
Bottom: MASW. Within each subfigure, top graphs indicate the number of sites at which the
dispersion curve give information at the considered wavelength; correlation coefficient val-
ues on bottom graphs are only showed when the number of sites is greater than 3/4 of the
maximum number of sites. Left graphs regard VsZ values estimated from borehole whereas
right graphs regard the ones estimated from AMV inversion.
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Figure 2: Values of the slope of the linear regression between VsZ and VλL, for Z=5, 10, 20
and 30 m and L varying from 5 to 40 m (X axis). Left: Rayleigh waves; Right Love waves.
Top: FK, Middle: SPAC, Bottom: MASW. Within each subfigure, top graphs indicate the
number of sites at which the dispersion curve give information at the considered wavelength;
slope values on bottom graphs are only showed when the number of sites is greater than 3/4
of the maximum number of sites. Left graphs regard VsZ values estimated from borehole
whereas right graphs regard the ones estimated from AMV inversion.
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Figure 3: Values of the offset of the linear regression between VsZ and VλL, for Z=5, 10, 20
and 30 m and L varying from 5 to 40 m (X axis). Left: Rayleigh waves; Right Love waves.
Top: FK, Middle: SPAC, Bottom: MASW. Within each subfigure, top graphs indicate the
number of sites at which the dispersion curve give information at the considered wavelength;
offset values on bottom graphs are only showed when the number of sites is greater than 3/4
of the maximum number of sites. Left graphs regard VsZ values estimated from borehole
whereas right graphs regard the ones estimated from AMV inversion.
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Figure 4: Values of the slope of the linear regression between VsZ and VλL, for Z=5, 10,
20 and 30 m and L varying from 5 to 40 m (X axis). Sites of EC-8 class A are not taken
into account. Left: Rayleigh waves; Right Love waves. Top: FK, Middle: SPAC, Bottom:
MASW. Within each subfigure, top graphs indicate the number of sites at which the dispersion
curve give information at the considered wavelength; slope values on bottom graphs are only
showed when the number of sites is greater than 3/4 of the maximum number of sites. Left
graphs regard VsZ values estimated from borehole whereas right graphs regard the ones
estimated from AMV inversion.
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Figure 5: Values of the offset of the linear regression between VsZ and VλL, for Z=5, 10,
20 and 30 m and L varying from 5 to 40 m (X axis). Sites of EC-8 class A are not taken
into account Left: Rayleigh waves; Right Love waves. Top: FK, Middle: SPAC, Bottom:
MASW. Within each subfigure, top graphs indicate the number of sites at which the dispersion
curve give information at the considered wavelength; offset values on bottom graphs are only
showed when the number of sites is greater than 3/4 of the maximum number of sites. Left
graphs regard VsZ values estimated from borehole whereas right graphs regard the ones
estimated from AMV inversion.
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